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What makes our switches better?
   Industry-leading breadth-of-product offering: HDLS standard, 

HDLS harsh-duty epoxy sealed, or the HDLS stainless steel 

   NEMA 1, 3, 4, 4X, 6, 6P, 12, 13 and IP65/66/67 environmental 
sealing for demanding applications

   UL, CSA, CE, and CCC approvals for global use

   Sintered bronze bearing on 303 stainless steel operating shaft 
for enhanced mechanical life (50 million actuation cycles) and 
operational reliability

   All-metal drive train for consistent operating characteristics, 
even at high temperature. Lasts longer (without need for 
frequent adjustment) than drive trains with plastic parts

   Exclusive teller tab ensures proper torque. When it cannot be 
moved, the lever is tight enough to prevent slippage

MICRO SWITCH™ HDLS Series 
Heavy-Duty Limit Switches
Honeywell Sensing and Control’s MICRO SWITCH™ heavy-duty limit switches’ modular construction allows for a wide 

variety of actuator styles, operating heads, and electrical circuitry options. The plug-in versions greatly reduce downtime on 

production lines with high actuation rates as replacement of the switch is accomplished in seconds. The base receptacle 

contains all the wiring and conduit connection while the switching component with operating head easily assembles to the 

base and is attached with two screws. 

RELIABILITY • DURABILITY
MODULAR • GLOBAL
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Features  
and Benefits 
Features  
and Benefits 

SEALED TO NEMA 1, 3, 4, 4X, 6, 6P, 12, 13; IP 65/66/67 
MICRO SWITCH™ HDLS limit switch NEMA/IP sealing features twin shaft 
seals for an extra measure of protection. They are ideal for many applications 
with demanding indoor and/or outdoor environments, where they may be 
subjected to shock or vibration from equipment, temperature extremes, dust, 
splashing water, coolant, and/or hose-directed water.

WITHSTANDS MANY TOUGH ENVIRONMENTS
Rugged, corrosion-resistant zinc head and body are phosphate treated and 
epoxy coated for indoor and outdoor applications. Diaphragm seal between 
head and body provides an extra measure of protection. Functions with exposure 
to severe temperatures, dust, dirt, grime, and caustic chemicals.

USED GLOBALLY
Multiple connectivity options for international applications, as well as global 
approvals. Large, existing installation base and channel allows for quick delivery 
worldwide. UL, CSA, CE, and CCC approvals.

OPTIONAL SEALS
Fluorosilicone seals available for low temperature applications, and 
fluorocarbon seals available for chemically harsh environments and higher 
temperature applications.

UNIQUE DESIGN FEATURES
Keyed head design for secure head-to-body retention with the head in any one 
of four positions 90° apart. Self-lifting pressure plate terminals saves wiring time.

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
Wide variety of actuators, switch options, and head styles for design flexibility. 
Rotary actuated heads are field adjustable for CW actuation, CCW actuation, or 
both to reduce inventory.

EASILY CONTROLS LOW-VOLTAGE DC APPLICATIONS
Limit switches available with a choice of silver or gold-plated contacts to handle 
a variety of electrical load requirements.

INTERCHANGEABLE
Plug-in and non plug-in bodies have identical operating characteristics and are 
dimensionally interchangeable to reduce complexity. Actuating levers for 
single and double pole, plug-in and non plug-in bodies provide same tracking and 
minimize inventory.

Rapid customization and design-in time

Works the first time – every time
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MACHINE TOOLS 
Determines part presence, machine slide position/stops, gates and doors

AUTOMOTIVE MACHINE TOOLS 

Provides presence sensing on transfer machines, horizontal and vertical boring 
machines, stamping and forming equipment and automotive assembly line 
equipment 

MATERIAL HANDLING
Used to position automated vehicle wash systems, overhead doors, garbage 
truck bodies, cranes, intermodal container handlers, gantry cranes, commercial 
aircraft boarding bridge

OUTDOOR ELECTROMECHANICAL STRUCTURES
End of travel indicator for equipment with moving components in harsh 
environments and remote locations, such as satellite and weather station arrays and 
solar energy harvesters

BALERS/COMPACTORS
Used as door interlocks for indoor and outdoor applications

CONVEYORS
Used for alignment/tracking, tensioning, and product/material presence

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
Used for process control, and packaging

POWER PLANTS
Used on conveyors, doors and gates

OFF-ROAD EQUIPMENT
Senses position of large components on wheeled or track equipment, motorized 
railroad switch, and rail locomotives

AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT
Grain handling and livestock equipment

VALVES
Indicates closed and/or open position

TRANSPORTATION HUBS
Commercial aircraft boarding bridge, commercial aircraft ground support 
equipment, intermodal container handlers, gantry cranes, shipboard conveyors, 
door/hatch position & valve position, railroad locomotives and rail maintenance 
equipment

Potential Applications
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MICRO SWITCH™ Heavy-Duty Limit Switches

Unique, all-metal drive
train for consistent operating
characteristics even at high 
temperature; lasts longer 
(without the need for 
frequent adjustment) than
drive trains with plastic parts.

Boss-and-socket
head design for secure
head-to-body retention.

Tracking interchangeability
of actuator levers for single-
and double-pole switches,
plug-in and non-plug-in.

Exclusive teller tab ensures
proper torque. When it cannot
be moved, the lever is tight
enough to prevent
slippage.

Twin shaft seals for an
extra measure of
protection. Optional
fluorocarbon or
fluorosilicone seals.

Front mounting and interchangeability of single- and double-pole switches,
plug-in and non-plug-in with one another and with other switch brands.Domestic and international 

conduit threads.

Rugged, corrosion-
resistant zinc head and
body are phosphate
treated and epoxy
coated.

Diaphragm seal
for exta measure 
of protection.

303 stainless steel operating shaft 
on sintered bronze bearing for 
enhanced mechanical life and operational reliability.

Self-lifting pressure
plate terminals save
wiring time.

Easily identified
grounding terminal
(inside) for compliance
with regulatory standards.

One piece flat gasket: seals better than gaskets that go around 
curves and corners. Does not contact the terminals pins to reduce 
possibility of fluid migration.

Each switch has four mounting holes; two “through” holes for front mount, and
two tapped holes in back for rear mount

Dual bearings deliver
enhanced mechanical life.

Superior design of plug-in
terminal between switch body 
and receptacle maintains electrical
continuity in harsh conditions
of temperature extremes, 
equipment vibration, and shock.

Field adjustable operating head 
(CW and CCW, CW or CCW)
matches switch to the application.

Figure 1. MICRO SWITCH™ HDLS SERIES FEATURES AND OPTIONS
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HDLS Series

Table 1. Specifications

Characteristic Parameter

Product type MICRO SWITCH™ heavy-duty limit switches

Acutators

Side plunger - adjustable  Side plunger - pin  Side plunger maintained - pin
Side roller plunger Side rotary Side rotary maintained
Top plunger - adjustable  Top plunger - pin  Top roller plunger  
Top rotary  Wobble - cable  Wobble - cat whisker 
Wobble - coil spring  Wobble - plastic rod  Wobble - spring wire

Circuitry

1NC 1NO SPDT snap action, double break 
2NC 2NO DPDT center neutral, snap action, double break 

2NC 2NO DPDT snap action, double break 
2NC 2NO DPDT sequential, snap action, double break 

Electrical
10 A thermal

Single and double pole: AC15 A600; DC13 R300 (see table on page 8)

Housing material Zinc die-cast with an electrostatic epoxy coating

Termination types

0.5 in - 14NPT conduit 0.75 in - 14NPT conduit 12 ft cable
PG 13,5 conduit  20 mm conduit 4-pin micro-style connector 
4-pin mini-style connector  5-pin mini-style connector 9-pin mini-style connector
6 ft cable Manifold mounting

Housing type HDLS Plug-in, HDLS Non-Plug-in

Sealing IP65/66/67; NEMA 1, 3, 4, 4X, 6, 6P, 12, 13

Operating temperature
-12 °C to 121 °C [10 °F to 250 °F]; 

optional: -40 °C to 121 °C [-40 °F to 250 ’F]

Agency approvals and stan-
dards

UL, CE, CSA, CCC

UNSPSC code 302119

UNSPSC commodity 302119 Switches and controls and relays

Sealed Industrial
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MICRO SWITCH™ Heavy-Duty Limit Switches

LS

Switch Type

HDLS Series
Heavy-Duty
Limit Switch

NOTE: Not all combinations of model codes
are available. Please contact your local
Honeywell provider for assistance.

* 3 or 4 after 
the “LS”
indicates
special metric
conduit
threads:
3 = PG 13,5
4 = 20 mm

7N

8A

7M

7A Wobble,
plastic

Wobble,
wire

Wobble,
cable

Cat whisker,
5.5 in steel

8C

8D

8B Cat whisker,
7.5 in steel

Cat whisker,
plastic

Coil spring,
5.5 in

Wobble Actuator

A

Heads

M

N

R

S

P

T

U

L

V

W

Side rotary,
momentary, 
low pretravel

Side rotary,
sequential

Side rotary,
center neutral

Side rotary,
momentary, 
extr. low torque

Side rotary,
momentary,
5° max. pretravel

Top plunger,
adjustable

Side plunger,
momentary,
adjustable

B

C

E

F

D

G

H

A

J

K

Top roller
plunger

Side rotary,
momentary

Top rotary,
momentary

Side plunger
plain, momentary

Side plunger
roller, momentary

Side rotary,
momentary, low 
pretravel & torque

Top plunger,
plain

Side plunger
plain, maintained

Wobble
stick

Cat
whisker

Side rotary,
maintained

Side rotary,
momentary, 
low torque

Side rotary,
gravity return
extr. low torque

1A

Body/Basic Switch Codes

2C

2D

2S

2T

2R

2U

6B

2B

6C

6D

Standard
switch

Sequential

Standard
switch,
1/2 in conduit

1E

1G

5A

8A

1H

9A

1A

Low
force

Standard
switch

Gold
contacts

120 V neon
indicator

240 V neon
indicator

Gold contacts,
manifold mount

24 V LED
indicator

Center
neutral

Plug-in 
Single Pole

3K Standard
switch

Non-plug-in 
Single Pole

6R

6S

6T

6U

Stnd. switch,
gold contacts,
1/2 in conduit

Center neutral,
gold contacts,
1/2 in conduit

Plug-in 
Double Pole

120 V neon
indicator

Standard switch
golf contacts

Sequential,
gold contacts

Center neutral,
gold contacts

Sequential,
1/2 in conduit

Center neutral,
1/2 in conduit

120 V neon
indicator,
1/2 in conduit

Sequential,
gold contacts,
1/2 in conduit

4M

4N

4T

4U

4S

7L

7M

4L

7N

7S

Standard
switch

Sequential

Sequential,
1/2 in conduit

Center
neutral

7T

7U
Center neutral,
gold contacts,
1/2 in conduit

Non-plug-in
Double Pole

Standard switch
golf contacts

Sequential,
gold contacts

Center neutral,
gold contacts

Standard
switch,
1/2 in conduit

Center neutral,
1/2 in conduit

Stnd. switch,
gold contacts,
1/2 in conduit

Sequential,
gold contacts,
1/2 in conduit

1

Modification Codes

XA

PB

2

3

1

4

5

PA

6

7

Clockwise 
head rotation

5-conductor 
STOOW-A cable, 
8 ft

Head assembled 
with actuator to 
left side

Head assembled 
with actuator to 
mounting surface

Roller 
perpendicular to 
mounting surface

Indicator light 
wired to normally 
closed circuit

B

C

J

M

E

P

R

A

S

X

4-conductor 
SJTOW-A cable, 
6 ft

4-pin 
mini-style

5-pin 
mini-style

8-pin 
mini-style

9-conductor 
STOOW-A cable, 
6 ft

9-pin 
mini-style

5-conductor 
STOW-A cable, 
6 ft

5-conductor
STOOW-A cable, 
12 ft

5-pin 
micro-style

9-conductor 
STOOW-A cable, 
12 ft

Counterclockwise 
head rotation

Head assembled 
with actuator to 
right side

BB

DD

3-foot mini-style 
pigtail, 
single pole

4-pin micro-style 
with jumper

8
Roller on side 
plunger in 
vertical position

9-conductor 
STOOW-A cable, 
8 ft

5-conductor 
STOOW-A cable, 
30 ft

–

6U

MICRO SWITCH™ HDLS SERIES NOMENCLATURE


